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Abstract

Software protection and licensing are important topics forboth the independent software vendors and software
users. In Grid environments, the use of license protected applications is almost impossible and becomes a challenging
task. The reasons are twofold: (i) there are no business models of the independent software vendors for the Grid and
(ii) there is no licensing technology suitable for Grid environments. In this paper, the state of the art of license
management in software industry as well as the current practice for managing the licenses in Grid computing is
presented. The challenges and requirements of managing thesoftware license in Grid environments are identified.
Two general models developed in the European projects BEinGRID and SmartLM for managing the software licenses
in Grid computing based on service level agreement (SLA) arepresented.

This research work is carried out under the FP6 Network of Excellence CoreGRID funded by the European Commission (Contract IST-2002-
004265).
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1 Introduction

Grid computing is considered a cornerstone of next generation distributed computing, which is defined as “coordi-
nated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional collaborations”. Current Grid computing
infrastructure is built in accordance with the service oriented architecture (SOA [17]) paradigm. A service-oriented
architecture is one in which all entities are services. The services [33] may include both traditional resources (e.g.,
compute services offered, network bandwidth, or space on a storage system) and virtualized services (e.g., database,
data transfer, simulation, licenses), which may differ in the functions they provide to users but are consistent in
the manner in which they can deliver those functions across the network. In Grid computing, the co-allocation of
different kinds of services (compute resources, memory capacity, applications, etc) usually belonging to different re-
source/service providers is needed in order to satisfy the needs of a complex job. Virtual organizations (VOs) are
dynamically created according to the requirements of different jobs (users). The jobs will potentially be scheduled
and relocated across the whole Grid, and users might have no knowledge about the places where their jobs are to
be executed. The current practice of managing and using the software licenses is limited to the local administrative
domain while Grid infrastructure is usually stretching across domains as we introduced before. As a result, the users
often can not use Grid resources because the applications they need are not licensed on the remote resources.

To this end, software licenses become a major obstacle for the users to use Grid infrastructures. Moreover, if
possible at all, using Grid resources with the current licensing and pricing models of the independent software vendors
(ISVs) is most often more expensive than running the application locally. To leverage use of Grid resources for license
protected applications flexible pricing and licensing models for the benefit of both the software vendors and users are
needed [8], [31].

To better integrate licenses into Grid infrastructure software licenses should become schedulable and manageable
services as other services. Service level agreements (SLAs) have turned out to be a valuable instrument for agree-
ments on the terms of service usage and reservation in different administrative domains. We see a SLA-based license
management approach as the appropriate solution to the licensing problem in the Grid. Two different, complimentary
approaches will be briefly presented, which are currently under development in the European projects BEinGRID and
SmartLM.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we briefly give an overview on existing technologies.
Section 3 presents the existing models for licensing and pricing. Current work on two different, complimentary
approaches is presented in Section 4 and Section 5 concludesthe paper with an outlook.

2 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge currently there are no other approaches to overcome the licence problem in the Grid,
except for the approaches for license scheduling describedin Section 4. However, software protection and license
management is an important topic for the software industry and under continuous discussion, e.g. SoftSummit [19] is
an executive conference dedicated to strategies and best practices for software licensing, pricing as well as application
packaging and license tracking. Within a single adminstration domain, the centralized license management paradigm
is suitable and efficient to manage the licenses. To this end,there are many license management systems from different
companies available, e.g., LUM from IBM [6], License asset manager from TeamEDA [9], iFOR/LS from HP [28],
RLM [14] from reprise software, Open iT [12], license tracker [20], Sentinel software protection and licensing package
from SafeNet Inc [16], FLEXnet manager from Macrovision [24, 23, 26, 25, 27]. The license management system
should be in charge of the whole life cycle of the license use,which includes: demonstration licenses, evaluation
licenses, full-production licenses, product updates, maintenance releases, etc. Most often used common license models
supported by these license management toolkits are described below. Some of these mechanisms need the license
servers and vendor daemons, while other mechanisms do not need them.

To this end, FLEXnet is a typical license management toolkitused by many ISVs. The FLEXnet manager provides
numerous kinds of license models supporting different scenarios. The ISVs decide and offer the different license
policies based on the currently available models in FLEXnetin order to satisfy the needs of their users while increasing
the revenue at the same time. Today, we see limited incremental progress towards more flexible licensing solutions
on the side of the companies providing the licensing technology, and even less progress on the side of the ISVs. It
must also be mentioned that the price for both licensing solutions leveraging flexibility of the end-user and pricing of
the ISVs increases with degree of flexibility, which clearlyis a show-stopper for usage of commercial applications in
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Grids.

3 Current license and pricing models

In this section we give an overview on current models. We use licensing models (and terminology) of FLEXnet, as
this is the technology for software licensing most often used by ISVs and the other licensing technology providers
offer either subsets of models supported by FLEXnet or quitesimilar models.

3.1 Typical License Models

The basic license models provided by FLEXnet [24, 23, 26, 25,27] presented next can be combined to create new
license models.

• Node-locked licenses:Node-locking means the software can only be used on one machine or a set of machines.
There are two types of node-locked licenses: uncounted and counted. For the counted node locked licenses, a
license server and a vendor daemon are necessary.

• Floating (concurrent) licenses:Anyone on the network can use the licensed application, up tothe limit speci-
fied in the license file (also referred to as concurrent usage or network licensing).

• Mixed node-locked and floating licenses:Uncounted node-locked and concurrent usage licenses can bemixed
in the same license file, therefore more flexible usage modelscan be derived.

• Demo licenses/evaluation licenses:Properties of an evaluation license may include: (i) Limited product func-
tionalities or features, (ii) Limited number of uses, (iii)Expiration date.

• Usage-based licensing:A quite important license strategy in which the actual usagepatterns are monitored by
the license management system, and billing or auditing are based on the actual usage data. FLEXnet Licensing
supports several usage-based models, e.g:Overdraft: allowing the ISV to specify a number of additional licenses
which customers are allowed to use in addition to the licenses purchased;Pay-per-use: allowing the customers
to pay for the effective usage of the licenses, which can be audited based on time, the number of transactions,
etc.

• Mobile licensing: Used when users want to run an application on a machine that does not have acontinuous
connection to a license server system. These situations caninclude:

– Working on a laptop; or using a computer both at work and at home or off-site; or working from several
different computers not connected to a license server system

– Fulfilled from a prepaid license pool: The license is fulfilled from a prepaid number of license-days for the
usage period.

– Node-locked to a user name: If a license is to be used exclusively by one user on different machines, that
license can be node-locked to the users user name.

– License rehosting: if an end-user want to move a license without using one of the other mobile licensing
methods. In this model, a new node-locked license certificate for each new machine should be generated.

– Hard-mobile: Mobile license usage is controlled by a FLEXid. If the FLEXid is attached to a license
server system, then the use floats on the network. To temporarily transfer the license, the user moves the
FLEXid from the server to a standalone machine.

– Soft-mobile: Licenses are temporarily transferred to a license server system on the mobile laptop. The
FLEXenabled product uses an encrypted local file, placed there by the license server system, to do check-
outs during the usage period.

– License borrowing: A license can be borrowed from a license server system via a special checkout and
used later to run an application on a computer that is no longer connected to the license server.
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3.2 Current Business and Pricing Models

ISVs usually define different licensing policies with respect to their different products and target customers, e.g.,
some software vendors will provide the enterprise software, while others provide non-enterprise business software or
consumer software. For some software products ISVs may expect a large number of customers, while the use of other
products is limited to a specific user group. The open source software model also has great impact on the software
licensing and pricing. To fully understand the models it is important to realise that the ISVs do not sell software but
the right to use a certain software under dedicated conditions, which on the other hand implies that the customer only
buys the right for limited usage of the software governed by the model he is willing to pay for. With the current move
to multicore CPU technologies with tens or hundreds of coresin one CPU, we expect strong impact on the CPU based
models. In the yearly license usage report [8] published by Macrovision [10], Softsummit [19], and the Centralized
Enterprise Licensing User Group (CELUG) [3], etc, a generalview of typical license and business models is given and
analyzed and compared in the viewpoint of the ISVs and enterprises. It is evident, that the interests of software vendors
and the enterprises are conflicting. For example, the per seat model is one of the most preferred pricing models for
ISVs; while the enterprises will prefer the concurrent usermodel.

In the following, typical business/pricing models for licensing the software [8] are introduced.

• Subscription: Licenses are paid for with a recurring (often annual) fee to continue using the software. If the
fee is not paid, the software stops working.

• Perpetual: Licenses are paid for on a one-time basis, giving the user theright to run the program as long as
he/she chooses. It does not imply a right to upgrades, which are typically sold separately as part of a maintenance
agreement or on a per-upgrade basis. Some vendors sell perpetual licenses on a term basis, which on the surface
appears to be subscription based because the payments are spread out over time.

• Concurrent User: Software is licensed based on how many users may access the software simultaneously.
Such license models are often used for business/enterprisesoftware.

• Seat (per machine/per server):The software usage is restricted to a specific machine or server.

• Per CPU or per CPU-core: The software will be licensed to run on a specific CPU. With thewide adoption
of the multi-core CPU technologies, the ISVs will make different license policies, that is, they will license the
software per CPU or per CPU-core. Usually the enterprises will prefer the per CPU model.

• Usage metric/pay-per-use;The users will pay according to the real usage of their license.

• Seat (named user): In this model, each software license and corresponding usage rights are assigned to a
specific person.

• Financial metric based licensing:License models that are based on varying business, usage or financial met-
rics, such as revenue, budgets, or cost of goods sold.

• Custom contract: For some business sectors, e.g., Electronic Design Automation (EDA) software, there is no
price list, prices will be agreed upon individually in the customer contracts.

Similar to the licensing models the individual business/pricing models can be combined. There will be different
business models with respect to different versions of the business software. e.g., Oracle is charging differently de-
pending on different versions [29]. There are some new trends for the software license using and pricing according to
the yearly license usage report [8], e.g., the subscriptionmodel will become more and more predominant method to
license the software. The ISVs expect that the subscriptionmodel will increase their revenue in the future and their
software will be more widely adopted.

3.3 Software as a Service

Software as a service (SaaS) is a rapidly growing business model of software usage and in consequence software
licensing. In contrast to traditional models where users buy a perpetual-use license, SaaS users buy a subscription
from the service publisher. Whereas traditional ISVs typically release new product features as part of new versions
of software once in a few years, publishers using SaaS have anincentive to release new features as soon as they are
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completed. There are several key characteristics of software delivered by SaaS which are identified in the report of
IDC [38], including:

• Network-based access to and management of commercially available software

• Activities that are managed from central locations rather than at each customer’s site, enabling customers to
access applications remotely via the Web

• Application delivery that typically is closer to a one-to-many model (single instance, multi-tenant architecture)
than to a one-to-one model, including architecture, pricing, partnering, and management characteristics

• Centralized feature updating, which obviates the need for downloadable patches and upgrades.

The property of the software as a service [32] licensing model leads to greater investment in product development
under most conditions. This increased investment leads to higher software quality in equilibrium under SaaS com-
pared to perpetual licensing. However, there are some weaknesses in this model, e.g., the prerequisite of accessing
the software is the internet connection, and also sensitiveinformation of the users will probably be stored at the SaaS
provider side, thus a trust relationship has to be established. According to the predictions of Gartner [5], by 2012, at
least one-third of business application software spendingwill be as service subscription instead of as product license.
All leading business applications vendors (Oracle, SAP, Microsoft) and many web technology leaders (Google, Ama-
zon) will promote this model, and the SaaS model of deployment and distribution of software services will become
the mainstream use during the next five years. There are some companies which are adopting the SaaS models, e.g.,
NetSuite [11] offers subscription-based access to its enterprise resource planning (ERP), CRM, business intelligence
software which is targeted toward small and medium-sized businesses. Salesforce.com [15] as one of the pioneers in
deploying the SaaS, it provides the on demand customer relationship management solutions built on its infrastructure
and the services will be delivered directly to users over theinternet. The SaaS model is mostly attractive for smaller
businesses because they are less willing to invest in large,expensive systems that they have to maintain.

3.4 License Scheduler

If the number of available licenses available for an enterprise is limited, e.g., due to the cost factor, it is necessary that
these licenses are efficiently managed and highly utilised since even if an enterprise can apply for additional licenses
from the ISV, it has to pay for the extra licenses. A local license scheduler could help scheduling the licenses of
a site efficiently. However, while in most cases the local license management system provides information on the
licenses already in use and still available there are no built-in queuing or reservation mechanisms. While an external
scheduler might create an efficient schedule for the available licenses based on the users’ requests, monitoring the use
of the licenses and enforcing the schedule is difficult due tothe usually encrypted communication between license
server and application. Co-operations between license technology providers and license scheduler implementations
could be a way to overcome this limitation. For instance, platform computing offers a product called LSF license
scheduler [13] which is a local license scheduler restricted in a single administration domain and manages the license
tokens instead of controlling the licenses directly. The current available number of licenses can be obtained by the
FLEXnet manager. There are several license scheduling polices provided, e.g., fairshare, round robin, preemption.
The licenses can also be checked out for the non-LSF jobs. In this way, the licenses can be scheduled and co-allocated
with other resources/services. Dong et al. [34] developed asoftware sharing system in the grid environment which is
not restricted to a single domain. The system adopts the constellation model for resource management and combines
the sharing and scheduling of both hardware and software license resources. However, there is no support for SLAs
and QoS in this system.

4 SLA Based Software Licenses and License Management

As introduced before, license management in Grid context ischallenging. In the following sub-sections we will
analyse the requirements and challenges for license management and present two solutions developed in European
projects.
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4.1 Requirements and challenges for license usage and license management in Grids

The different business/pricing models introduced before can be leveraged in Grid environments, however, the re-
quirements and usage mode in the Grids should be considered.Obviously, the license models in Grids should be
evolutionized in order to allow a smooth transition from thecurrent practice dealing with the challenges from both
technical and business/pricing aspects. The following list identifies these aspects in detail:

• Different administrative domains: License management may involve more than a single administrative do-
main. Therefore, issues like e.g., firewalls, remote usage control should be considered. Also, different usage
policies might be defined for different administrative domains.

• Transparent management:Licenses should be transparently managed as part of the Girdjob management.

• Co-allocation of different resources:Co-allocation of computing resources and software licenses should be
supported. Software licenses should be co-scheduled together with other kinds of services or resources.

• Remote license enforcementJobs may be executed remotely while the validity of the licenses has to be guar-
anteed at the same time.

• Virtual organizations (VOs): In the Grid VOs are often dynamically created and their members need temporal
access rights for specific software suites from different domains, so flexible means of obtaining the temporal
licenses should be provided.

• Dynamicity: The ability to suspend, preempt and resume the license use should be supported.

• Interoperability: License management should be integrated with the common Grid middlewares, e.g.,GT4 [35],
glite [4], UNICORE [21]. Licenses and license management should be built on standards instead of proprietary
solutions.

• Costs: The scalability of the Grid influences the costs using the existing license models. Models like paying
per-CPU, per-Seat, per-Job may quickly become expensive inGrid environments, concurrent floating licenses
across the Grid are also too expensive for the software users[31]. Moreover, even if the price can be agreed
upon, some issues remain, e.g., how the license usage will beaudited and instrumented.

• Support for workflows: With the adoption of web services, service oriented architectures and BPEL, com-
plex applications often are composed as workflows, which makes the license management more difficult. For
instance, when executing a workflow, different applications may be used in different phases of the workflow.
How to retrieve and reserve the right licenses for the applications in advance is one of the issues that need to be
addressed.

• Support for virtualization: Licenses and license management for environments with virtualised resources or
based on multicore technology is required.

• Software is a service:SaaS and on demand use as well as the utility pricing mechanisms should be considered
both for the license models and license management in Grid environments.
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Figure 1: Basic approach of the BEinGRID project.

Considering the requirements for Grid environments, according to the 451 report [31], most of the enterprises want
to have more flexible license models from the ISVs. It will be agreat advantage for the enterprise if the licenses can
be dynamically moved and managed in the global Grid. E.g., the EDA software licenses are bounded to some specific
CPUs, machines today, while the enterprises hope that the ISVs of EDA software will support the Grid-wide licenses
models so that the companies can run the software anywhere. However, the EDA vendors are reluctant to do so until
today. Some major pharmaceutical ISVs also do not want to change their ways of licensing softwares. On the other
hand, pharmaceutical companies may immediately benefit from using Grid resources to increase ther computational
power since many of the applications of the pharmaceutical sector are embarrassingly parallel and well suited for
distributed environments with only best-effort network connectivity.

4.2 SLA-based Licenses and License Management

Recent R&D in two European projects [2, 18] shows that most ofthe requirements and challenges for licenses and
license management in Grid computing can be tackled using a SLA based approach. In the preparatory process of
defining the policies for software usage, which are governedby individual SLAs later, the polices and conflicts between
the software vendors and the software users can be observed and reconciled. Negotiation is the preferred approach
to create the SLAs between the license server and the user or the software entity acting on behalf of the user. These
negotiation processes should be automatically executed based on a job description using JSDL and license description
language (LDL) considering the large scale of the transactions and the scalability of the Grid infrastructures [33,
36]. WS-Agreement [30] and WS-Negotiation [22] are considered as the best suited existing or evolving negotiation
protocols to create the SLAs between the respective resource management systems, license management systems and
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the end users [37]. The definition of the term language used torepresent and manage the licenses is currently under
definition in the SmartLM project. The Job Submission Description Language [7] is already used in agreements as a
term language for computational resources. The LDL describing license requirements is defined as an extension of
JSDL. Such LDL includes terms likelife time of the license agreement, hardware environment the license might be
used in, software features available through the license, license model and pricing model, compensation policies if the
agreement is not fulfilled.

4.3 Current Approaches to SLA-based License Management

On a European level currently two projects funded by the European Commission are addressing license issues in the
Grid

• the BEinGRID project (Business Experiments in GRID) deals with licenses issues through a dedicated horizon-
tal activity in one of its service clusters

• the SmartLM project that is in total focussing on a general solution for Grid-frienly software licensing for
location independent application execution.

4.3.1 BEinGRID

Figure 1 shows the initial basic idea of the solution implemented in BEinGRID [1]. A meta-scheduling service
(MSS) [39] is responsible for the negotiation of reservations of computational services and license services. A local
license resource management system is in charge of supporting flexible license models and polices. This component
also supports the reservation of licenses for later use and allows queries about reservations made and current license
usage. The adapter will connects to the local license resource management system implementing the API of the system
on one end while supporting the WS-Agreement based negotiation with the MSS. Thus the MSS is able to negotiate
agreements for the reservation of the required compute services and the appropriate license required for the execution
of the protected application.

Other than the SmartLM solution, BEinGRID is targeting on enabling use of existing license technologies for Grids
without addressing new license mechanisms or new business models. The approach is based on a proxy solution that
transparently tunnels the communication between the remotely executed application and the FLEXnet server while
at the same time making the FLEXnet server believe that it is talking to an application running locally. The current
BEinGRID implementations differs from the initial approach since the MSS is not used for the negotiation of the
co-allocation bit the co-allocation is done manually by theuser. However, the BEinGRID implementation provides
additional services like improved security features, accounting and interfaces for billing. In addition to UNICORE
and Globus Toolkit 4 the BEinGRID solution also supports theGRIA middleware environment.

4.3.2 SmartLM

In contrast to BEinGRID, SmartLM [18] is focussing on developing both licensing technology suitable for the use in
distributed environments like Gridand - together with ISVs - new business models for the use of licensed software
in Grid or SOA environments. These new business models are also relevant for environments where application
service provides start delivering their compute resourcesto their customers through virtualisation. Similar, the growing
number of clouds where service providers offer a completelyvirtualised computation environment may benefit from
the developments since the classic license mechanisms and the related business models will not work anymore. The
project starts with adapting codes of the three participating ISVs; ANSYS, INTES and LMS. In the second phase the
project aims to attract other ISVs through its extensive dissemination and marketing activities. Figure 2 depicts the
general idea of the SmartLM solution. A grid scheduler (MSS)is retrieving the Grid resources required by the user
as described in his job. Once the appropriate resources havebeen identified, the local license service managing all
licenses of a site is contacted to negotiate a SLA for the remote use of a license protected application. If both the
requested compute resources and the license(s) are available they are reserved for the use by the requesting user. Like
in the BEinGRID approach, a local license resource management system is in charge of the reservation of the licenses.

As said before, SmartLM is devoted to implement existing or evolving standards thus WS-Agreement is used for
the creation of the SLAs and the project is contributing to the current work in the GRAAP-WG of the OGF on WS-
Agreement-Negotiation. The resulting SLA is defining the terms of the application usage based on the local policies
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Figure 2: Basic approach of the SmartLM project.

and the privileges of the user. This SLA is then bundled by theorchestration service with the SLA for accessing the
remote resources and transferred to the remote site where the job is executed. Since no communication is required
between application and license server at run-time and the license SLA is created at the site of the user firewalls do
not cause a problem. Moreover, the application may be migrated to another machine if the license SLA is migrated as
well.

The application may run without any internet connection to the license server during run-time. However, if there
is - at least temporarily - a connection to the site hosting the license server additional functionality of the new license
mechanisms may be used, e.g. re-negotiation of the period the license is valid in case the application needs more time
than foreseen by the user. Or, freeing a license that is no longer needed.

5 Conclusion

Software licensing and pricing is an important problem to besolved for a better acceptance of Grid infrastructures in
productive environments with commercial applications. Wepresent the state of art of software licensing and typical
licensing and business and pricing models for managing software are analyzed. Further we identify requirements
and challenges for using license protected software in the Grid. Ongoing work in two European projects aiming to
overcome the limitations of existing license mechanisms inthe Grid has been presented. The approach implemented
in the BEinGRID project will become available in spring 2008through the projects Gridipedia site. A prototype of the
SmartLM solution including both new business models and theenabling technology for distributed environments will
be available begin of 2009.
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